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Kardolz called Quen a "superb driver," but everyone knows about you. — Drivers can join the line via computer but will need
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SHE'S MORE THAN JUST AN AVIATION

800-345-5273
to find a Dillard's near you.

Dillard's Rewards

All about Rewards Option you like best.

JESSICA SIMPSON

Choose From Your Favorite Brands!

GIANNI BINI

Check out the savings now.

ECCO

REWARDS!

ANALOG MELANI

Don't Love Your Current Vacuum?

Push, Pull or Drag Don’t Love Your Current Vacuum? Trade It for one you will!” There are some things in the city you just have to live with… a bad perm, an unshakable nickname… but your vacuum shouldn’t be one of them. You see, the folks at Midwest Sewing and Vacuum Center will be happy to find the perfect Simplicity Vacuum for you and give you a generous trade-in allowance for your current vacuums.

Drivers can join the line via computer but will need
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HONORS FOR VELMA WALLACE

Vetra Wallace has earned numerous awards over the years, including the Wichita Area Girl Scout Council Woman of Distinction Award; the Diversity Citizen Award from the Wichita Metro Chamber of Commerce; the Forum for Executive Women Wing Vapor Award; and the National Conference for College Women of Color Citation for Diversity and Community Service.
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